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Executive Summary 

In May 2004, the Malawi Vulnerability Assessment Committee (MVAC) completed a forecast of risk to acute food 
insecurity in Malawi, the aim of which was to provide an early warning for planners, decision- and policy-makers to 
develop contingency and response plans against severe food shortages, most of which were expected to occur later in 
the year. 

Details of this forecast were published in a report (the MVAC Monitoring Report, May 2004); however, many of the 
factors affecting households’ access to food were only estimated at the time. Therefore, scenarios were constructed that 
were based on assumptions, necessitating the testing and confirmation of these assumptions as events became clearer. 

Using more accurate data drawn from a variety of secondary sources, the MVAC has adjusted the analyses, agreed on 
the most likely scenario for staple prices for the rest of the 2004-2005 agricultural consumtpion year (January to March) 
and updated all of the assumptions that were orginally used in deriving the scenarios. 

This report therefore fullfills the following two purposes: 

• To obtain revised projections for the current period and to understand how the food gap will be filled 

• To explore how the outcomes and conclusions correlate with other outcome data from independent sources, such as 
nutrition data and with surveillance-derived indicators or indices. 

Principally, the modifications in the analysis include changes to the crop production figures, staple prices, Ganyu, cash 
crop prices, fishing (lakeshore area only) and self-employment. Details of these changes are shown in Table II on page 
8 in as well as in Table XI on page 18 in Appendix II. The VAC did include interventions that have already taken 
place. In May 2004, the MVAC did not include interventions that were planned or scheduled to take place up to March 
2005; this was because it was hoped that MVAC information would be used as a tool for planning interventions. Food 
aid is the most significant intervention that has taken place and subsequently affected the analysis. Using MVAC 
information, WFP mobilized 
and distributed approximately 
18,000 MT of commodities 
(approximately 15,000 MT of 
maize) from July to Dec 2004, 
which has had a significant 
effect on levels of 
vulnerability in the interim. 
The distribution of this food 
aid has been included in this 
analysis because it has had 
both a direct and indirect 
impact on household food 
security. 

The analysis also looks at the 
current food balance sheet, in 
light of the changes in data 
brought about by new 
information on informal cross-
border trade. When factoring 
this and food aid into the 
national supplies, the food 
availability deficit drops to a 
cereal equivalent of 
approximately 89,000MT (the 
figure may be lower than this, 
as some imports may not have 
been counted). If this quantity 
is to be imported into the 
country in the following 
months (probably informally), 
then exchange rates and 
trading access need to be 
stable. 

Acute Vulnerability, 
April ’04 to March ‘05

Acute Vulnerability, 
January ’05 to March ‘05

Figure 0 - Maps of the Affected Areas 
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